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UNIVERSITA’ POLITECNICA DELLE MARCHE
 “Master in:  __________________________________________
Matricola                                                             A.A. 2015/2016



Al Magnifico Rettore dell'Università Politecnica  delle Marche

I UNDERSIGNED_______________________________________________________________________________ 
	                                             Surname                                                                  Name

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Gender    M     F 
				
Fiscal code

















I ASK
To be registered for the Academic Year  2015/2016   at the  Master in  


With this aim, under my responsibility, being aware of the penalties that are expected by the Italian law (D.P.R. n. 445/2000) for forged declarations 
I DECLARE

1.	To have the following citizienship   ________________________________________

To reside in  ______________________________ Address and  n° _____________________________________ 

City ____________________________________Stato ______________ZIP code  __________________________

Phone N°  ____________/____________________Mobile phone __________________________E – mail  

____________________________________________________FAX ___________________________________

2.	To be born the  _______________ in ____________________________ Country   _________________________ 

So as officially reported in the enclosed identity document (I.D. or Passport) __________________________________
  		
n. ____________________ released from    ___________________________________ date _____________________
N.B.:  This document has to be enclosed to the declaration (L. 16/6/1998 n. 191). The regstration can be sent by fax but then the original copy has to follow by regular mail including also the Italian stamp of €  14,62 

3.	NOT to be registered and NOT to expect to be registered  contemporarily of the present Master with other courses of this or other Universities ( artt. 142 R.D. 1933 n. 1952 )

4.	To reside for this Master of the 2013/2014 Academic Year (if different of above) in 

	Address n°  _________________________________________________________________________________

	City  ________________________________________ ___________ZIP code  __________________________
	
	Phone N°    _____/________________Mobile phone  _________________
	
	e mail ___________________________________________________FAX ______________________________

5.   To have the following diploma recognized for this Master:

Degree Diploma  in _______________________________ _________from University of _______________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Date of release   _________________________________ marks ____________________________________________

 6. Date of first registration at an Italian or foreign University _________________________________________


The Applicant loose the right for registration if will be proved the non true of this declaration. For not true declarations can be expected the penalties defined by the Italian law  (artt. 75 e76 D.P.R. 28.12.2000, n. 445 ).

The student must include to this application form: 
the original copy of degree diploma
Italian translation of the diploma
The official legalization of this document 
“Dichiarazione di valore” to be requested directly to the Italian competent diplomatic authorities (Embassy) in the country of the institution that has released the diploma.

Date, _________________

Segnature of the Student _____________________________

   




Segnature:
                                                                            The University Officer
________________________________________________



N.B.
PLEASE WRITE IN CAPITAL LETTER 


